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Abstract. EFSMs provide a way to model systems with internal data
variables. In situations where they do not already exist, we need to infer them from system behaviour. A key challenge here is inferring the
functions which relate inputs, outputs, and internal variables. Existing
approaches either work with white-box traces, which expose variable values, or rely upon the user to provide heuristics to recognise and generalise particular data-usage patterns. This paper presents a preprocessing
technique for the inference process which generalises the concrete values
from the traces into symbolic functions which calculate output from input, even when this depends on values not present in the original traces.
Our results show that our technique leads to more accurate models than
are produced by the current state-of-the-art and that somewhat accurate
models can still be inferred even when the output of particular transitions
depends on values not present in the original traces.
Keywords: EFSM Inference · Model Inference · Genetic Programming
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Introduction

Reactive systems – systems that respond to their environment, their users, or
other systems – are commonly modelled as Finite State Machines (FSMs). These
offer an intuitive basis upon which to model and reason about the sequential
behaviours of a wide range of systems from network communication protocols to
GUIs, and form the foundation of many verification and testing techniques [24].
Reactive systems that incorporate data (where computation requires a memory,
or where data can be supplied and received through inputs and outputs) can
be represented as Extended Finite State Machines (EFSMs) [14]. Despite their
utility, models can be neglected due to the pressures of system development.
The challenge of reverse-engineering FSMs and EFSMs has been the subject
of a considerable amount of research. Where the field of FSM inference is mature and has produced many powerful approaches [11,22,38], current techniques
to infer EFSMs tend to suffer from a variety of drawbacks. Some approaches
⋆
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produce results that are only partial, in that they do not infer how data variables change throughout execution [26,39], or lack internal data variables entirely
[12,34]. Those approaches that do infer fully-fledged EFSMs are limited either
in terms of their practical applicability [6,10,13,18,35], or accuracy [37].
Inferring accurate, complete EFSMs is particularly challenging when the update functions have interdependencies; when a function on one transition depends on a value computed by another transition. Empirical work by Androutsopoulos et al. [7] suggests that these are widespread, arising in around a third
of the transitions in the models that they studied. Current inference approaches,
such as MINT [37], cannot handle such interdependencies because they infer
transition functions on an individual basis, without considering relationships to
other transitions. A further problem in the case of MINT is that it is incapable of
inferring variables that are not explicitly part of the execution trace. This means
that it is not a truly black-box technique. Finally, its update functions are only
inferred after the transition structure of the machine has been decided, which
is often too late because the underlying structural inference algorithm (which
is largely data-insensitive) can end up merging transitions together that should
remain separate because they should have different update behaviours [22].
In this work we present a technique that addresses these limitations. The key
contributions of this paper are as follows:
– An approach to infer update functions before any structural state machine
inference has taken place, instead of afterwards, so that transitions with
different update functions that should remain separate can be kept apart.
– An approach based on Genetic Programming to infer hidden variables (as
part of update inference) using values observed in other transition update
functions. This captures interdependencies between transitions, enabling the
inference of state machines that are more precise than the state-of-the-art.
– An openly available [16] proof-of-concept implementation, along with the
full experimental data-set and scripts.
– A small empirical study that assesses the accuracy of our approach in comparison to the state-of-the-art, with respect to two systems.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces a motivating example and gives some necessary background. Section 3 explains the
details of our technique, the implementation of which is discussed in Section 4.
Section 5 evaluates our technique experimentally. Finally, Section 6 concludes
the paper and discusses possible future work.

2

Background

This section defines EFSMs and traces, and gives an overview of the current
state-of-the-art in EFSM inference. We then highlight the limitations of existing
techniques. Throughout this work, we draw from a toy example of a simple
vending machine. Users first select a drink. They then insert coins, with the total
balance being displayed as output on a small screen. Once sufficient payment
has been inserted, the machine vend s the selected drink.
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Definitions

Traces. As systems execute, we can record the sequence of actions performed,
along with any inputs and return values. Figure 1 shows some traces of our simple
drinks machine. In our notation, coin(50)/[100] represents the event coin being
called with the input 50 and outputting 100. We delimit events with commas
and omit the outputs from events like select(“tea”) which do not produce any.
hselect(“tea”), coin(50)/[50], coin(50)/[100], vend()/[“tea”]i
hselect(“tea”), coin(100)/[100], vend()/[“tea”]i
hselect(“coffee”), coin(50)/[50], coin(50)/[100], vend()/[“coffee”]i

Fig. 1: Exemplary traces of the vending machine.

EFSMs. An EFSM is a conventional FSM that has been extended to explicitly
model how a system handles data. While there are many different EFSM representations in the literature [14,25], our technique is designed to work with the
inference process from [18], so we use that definition [17,18,19,20].
Definition 1. An EFSM is a tuple, (S, s0 , T ) where S is a finite non-empty
set of states, s0 ∈ S is the initial state, and T is the transition matrix T :
(S × S) → P(L × N × G × F × U ) with rows representing origin states and
columns representing destination states. In T , L is a set of transition labels. N
gives the transition arity (the number of input parameters), which may be zero.
G is a set of Boolean guard functions G : (I × R) → B. F is a set of output
functions F : (I × R) → O. U is a set of update functions U : (I × R) → R.
In G, F , and U , I is a tuple [i1 , i2 , . . . , im ] of values representing the inputs
of a transition, which is empty if the arity is zero. Inputs do not persist across
states or transitions. R is a mapping from variables [r1 , r2 , . . .], representing
each register of the machine, to their values. Registers are globally accessible
and persist throughout the operation of the machine. All registers are initially
undefined until explicitly set by an update expression. O is a tuple [o1 , o2 , . . . , on ]
of values, which may be empty, representing the outputs of a transition.
This differs from the traditional EFSM definition [14] in several ways. In
[14], transitions take one literal input, produce one literal output. Our definition
assigns each transition an explicit label and allows multiple inputs and outputs
(or none at all). Transitions may also produce outputs as a function of input
and register values, which allows transition behaviour to be generalised.
Definition 1 technically only affords each transition one guard, output, and
update, but syntactic sugar allows a transition from state qm to qn to take
label:arity[g1 ,...,gg ]/f1 ,...,ff [u1 ,...,uu ]

the form qm −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ qn in which guards g1 , . . . , gg are
implicitly conjoined, output functions f1 , . . . , ff are evaluated to produce a list
of outputs, and update functions u1 , . . . , uu are executed simultaneously. We use
this notation throughout this work, for example in Figure 3.
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2.2

Genetic Programming

The technique we present in Section 3 uses Genetic Programming (GP) [21] to
infer expressions which relate sets of input-output pairs from the traces. We
therefore provide a brief introduction to the essential notions of GP that we use
in this work. For a more comprehensive overview, we refer the reader to [31].
In (tree-based) GP, candidate functions are represented as syntax trees in
which branch nodes represent operators (“non-terminals”), and leaf-nodes represent variables and constants (“terminals”). GP is an approach to synthesise
these functions by evolution. The basic loop is as follows and iterates for a fixed
number of generations or until we find a function with optimal fitness.
1. Generate an initial population of random functions.
2. Evaluate each expression according to some fitness function.
3. Select the best individuals to continue to the next generation.
4. Create a new population by a process of crossover and mutation.
5. Repeat from step 2 until some stopping criterion is met.
The most important aspect of this for our purposes is the fitness function.
This provides a metric for the suitability of candidate functions. Fitness is evaluated by executing each candidate function on all available inputs and then
comparing the resulting set of outputs to the corresponding outputs in the trace
data. For numerical values, the fitness function is taken as the average distance
between the predicted and the actual values. For nominal outputs, the fitness is
calculated as the proportion of instances where the outputs were correct.
Another key step in the algorithm is the creation of a new population by
crossover and mutation. Crossover recombines desirable characteristics from individuals in the population. Mutation simulates the small changes in DNA which
occur during natural reproduction, allowing us to introduce new characteristics.
2.3

EFSM Inference

Model inference enables us to make statements about the overall behaviour of a
system by generalising from its traces. A popular way to do this [18,26,39] is to
convert the traces into a tree-shaped model called a prefix tree acceptor (PTA)
like in Figure 2. States in the PTA which are believed to represent the same
program state are then merged, resulting in a smaller and more general model.

“tea
1[i0 =
select :

”]

q0
select :

1[i0 =
“coff

ee”]

50]/o0 := 50
coin : 1[i0 =

q2

coin : 1[i0 =
100]/o0 := 100

q5

coin : 1[i0 = 50]/o0 := 100

q3

vend : 0/o0 := “tea”

q4

q1

q7

q6
vend : 0/o0 := “tea”

q8
coin : 1[i0 = 50]/o0 := 50

q9
coin : 1[i0 = 50]/o0 := 100

q10
vend : 0/o0 := “coffee”

Fig. 2: The PTA of the traces in Figure 1.

As well as inferring the control flow, we also want to infer the functions that
transform inputs into outputs. For example, in Figure 2, the output of each vend
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event is the input of select, and the output of each coin event is a running total
of the inputs. To express such behaviour, we must use the internal data state of
the model. The EFSM in Figure 3 uses a register, r1 , to keep track of the inputs
to coin, and uses a second register, r2 , to store the input of select for later use
as the output of vend. These registers affect the behaviour of the model, but do
not appear in its traces — they are latent.
2.4

Limitations of Existing Approaches

Figure 3 shows the ideal EFSM model of the drinks machine, but there are
currently no techniques in the literature which can infer this effectively from the
traces in Figure 1. A major obstacle to overcome is that registers r1 and r2 are
latent variables, so their existence and usage must be inferred. One technique [18]
allows users to provide data abstraction heuristics to facilitate this. To provide
these heuristics, the user requires a prior understanding of the system, which
means that this technique cannot be applied to any realistic inference scenario.
coin : 1/o1 := r1 + i0 [r1 := r1 + i0 ]

q0

select : 1/[r1 := 0, r2 := i1 ]

q1

vend : 0/o1 := r2

q2

Fig. 3: The EFSM representing the traces in Figure 1.

MINT [37] is an alternative approach which uses GP to infer update functions
for variables. This is done as a postprocessing step for existing models. Having
inferred a model from a set of traces, the first stage of postprocessing is to execute
the model on these traces. For each transition, the anterior and posterior variable
values are recorded. These are then used as the inputs and outputs for GP to
evolve individual update functions for each variable of each transition.
Figure 4 shows a model MINT might infer of the traces in Figure 1. Crucially,
the longitudinal dependency between vend and select is missed. There are two
reasons for this. Firstly, MINT infers data updates per-transition, so cannot discover relationships between different transitions. Secondly, a variable is required
to store the input to select for later reuse. Figure 3 uses r2 for this, but MINT
only considers variables that appear in the traces, so has no way to facilitate the
relationship. The technique we present in Section 3 overcomes these limitations
to enable Figure 3 to be effectively inferred from the traces in Figure 1.
This work tackles the problem of passive inference — inferring a model using
only the traces provided — but there is also much literature on active inference
[8]. Here, the learner asks questions about the system under inference of the form
“Is this trace acceptable behaviour?”. These are often answered by running the
proffered traces directly on the system under inference. There are many active
EFSM inference techniques [5,6,10,13,35], but these do not support arithmetic
operations in data updates, only simple assignments. Functions that update
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coin(i0 ≥ 50, o0 ≥ 50)/o0 := o0 + i0

q0

select(i0 ∈ {“tea”, “coffee”})

q1

vend (o0 ∈ {“tea”, “coffee”})

q2

Fig. 4: An EFSM of the traces in Figure 1 as might be inferred by MINT. MINT
has no notion of outputs, so o0 here represents an internal register.
registers in terms of their anterior values, such as the coin transition in Figure 3,
are beyond them. Another limitation of all active learners is the requirement to
run arbitrary traces to answer queries, which may not always be viable.
Another group of approaches [12,33] rephrase the EFSM inference problem as
an instance of SAT. The solution is then a set of boolean variables which together
represent the automaton. Unfortunately, these approaches only consider boolean
data values and do not support internal variables, so have limited applicability.

3

Inferring Output and Update Functions

This paper addresses the challenge of inferring EFSMs from truly black-box
systems where we cannot inspect the internal state or ask arbitrary queries.
Instead, we must reason about the system purely in terms of the observable
behaviour recorded in a fixed set of its traces. The key challenge here is to infer
the necessary internal variables that enable us to capture functionality where
there is a dependence on some input data that might have been provided several
steps previously, without relying on the visibility of the internal data state.
Our approach works by inferring the key internal variables and the functions
that update them during an execution. This allows for “longitudinal” dependencies, where an input is provided at one point (e.g. the user selects a drink),
and referenced several steps later in the machine (e.g. the machine dispenses the
drink, but only after the user has paid for it). As established by Androutsopoulos
et al. [7], such dependencies are common in EFSM specifications.
To infer these functions accurately, we cannot adopt the approach of existing
techniques such as MINT, which infer the transition functions as a postprocessing step after the transition structure has been inferred. The process of state
merging leads to a loss of information which is vital to track these longitudinal
dependencies. Hence, the situation in Figure 4, where the inferred model allows
for the undesirable situation where a user selects tea but receives coffee.
To avoid this information loss, our approach operates as a preprocessing technique. We take advantage of the detailed trace-by-trace information in the PTA
before it is merged, inferring internal variables and associated update functions
directly from the prefix tree. We therefore retain flexibility as our approach does
not impose any restrictions on the state merging algorithm that is subsequently
used to infer the model structure. Our approach tackles three interdependent inference challenges: (1) the functions to compute output from transition inputs,
(2) the registers needed to support this, and (3) the functions required to update
register values to ensure they hold the correct values when evaluated.
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Algorithm 1: Outline of our GP preprocessing technique.

1

2
3

4

5

6
7
8

Input: A set of traces T
Output: A prefix tree pta
// Generate a PTA from the traces using the conventional approach.
pta ← buildPTA(T );
/* Group transitions by their structure (label and arity) and history (to
restrict the inference challenge for each group to the same context). */
groups ← groupTransitions(pta);
for g1 ∈ groups do
/* Use GP to infer functions that accurately predict outputs for group,
including the ability to infer the presence of memory registers that
can be presumed to contain any missing values if required.
*/
fun ← inferOutputFun(g1 );
// Replace literal outputs with inferred functions.
newPTA ← replaceLitWithFun(pta, g1 , f un);
// Infer updates to the inferred memory registers.
for rn ∈ fun.latentVars do
for g2 ∈ groups do
newPTA ← inferUpdateFuns(g2 , targetValues(pta, rn ));

10

// Check that inferred functions are compatible with traces.
if accepts(newP T A, T ) then
pta ← newPTA;

11

/* Combine functions for transitions that were put into separate groups
because they had different histories (line 2).
*/
pta ← standardise(pta);

9

12
13

pta ← dropGuards(pta);
return resolveNondeterminism(pta);

Algorithm 1 outlines our technique. We first group related transitions in
the PTA together (line 2). We then infer output and update functions for each
group using GP. This works in two steps. In the first step (line 4), the GP infers
functions to compute output from input and identifies the use of registers if
required (addressing challenges 1 and 2 above). In the second step (lines 6-8)
it ensures that these registers are correctly updated by other transitions in the
PTA before they are evaluated. The rest of this section elucidates the process.
GroupTransitions (line 2) forms groups of transitions that represent the same
behaviour. Transitions are grouped together if they have the same structure, i.e.
the same label, arity, and produce the same number and types of outputs. The
PTA in Figure 2 has three structural transition groups: select, coin, and vend.
Latent variables can lead to side effects [7] such that transitions with the
same structure may be subject to different data states depending on where in a
trace they occur. To provide a degree of uniformity for the GP, we only place
transitions into the same group if they share the same history.
To account for contiguous blocks of the same event, we cannot simply look
at the previous transition. Instead, we look backwards in time until we find
one which is structurally different. For example, the most recent structurally
different transition of all the coin transitions in Figure 2 is select. Consecutive
coin
coin
structurally identical transitions (like q1 −−−→ q2 −−−→ q3 in Figure 2) represent
the same behaviour so have consistent side effects. By contrast, if our simple
drinks machine had a refund event to reset the balance to zero, coins inserted
after this event would be grouped separately to those that follow select.
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InferOutputFun (line 4) takes a set of input/output pairs and uses GP to
infer a function to relate them. The key challenge here is getting the GP to work
with latent variables; registers like r1 and r2 which are absent from the traces.
As mentioned in Section 2, this is not something which MINT can do. To infer
Figure 3 from the PTA in Figure 2, we need to be able to do this.
To introduce new registers, we simply add them to the set of variables used
by the GP, but this causes a problem. As discussed in Section 2, the fitness of
candidate functions is assessed by executing them on the inputs from the traces.
Unfortunately, register values do not appear in the traces, so we cannot evaluate
functions involving them. Our solution is to look to the inputs and outputs in
the traces, and assign each register the value that yields the closest output to
the target. The justification for this is that register values are usually either set
to a particular input or observed as an output. Full details can be found in [17].
Latent variables give the GP a lot of freedom when evolving expressions, so
we want to minimise their use. We expect transitions like coin to use their nonlatent inputs as part of the output, so want to find an expression involving them
if we can. Thus, we penalise the fitness of expressions which use latent variables
without using all the non-latent ones. In situations where ignoring inputs is the
correct solution, expressions cannot achieve optimal fitness but, since our GP
has a set maximum number of generations, this will not stop it from terminating.
To further limit the use of latent variables, we first call the GP without
them. If this fails, we add one latent register to the set of variables and run GP
again. If either attempt is successful, replaceLitWithFun (line 5) replaces the
literal outputs of the transition group with the inferred function. For example
in Figure 2, the output behaviour of the coin transitions generalises to i0 + r1 .
Replacing the concrete outputs with this function gives Figure 5a. If the GP fails
both attempts, we keep the literal outputs from the PTA. We could continue
adding registers until the GP succeeds, but we here choose to stop after one.
Update Function Inference (lines 7-9). To ensure that registers introduced by
inferOutputFun hold the correct values when evaluated, we walk each trace
in the PTA annotating each state with target register values, as illustrated in
Figure 5a. These are propagated backwards so every state in the prefix path
has a target value. This is what allows r2 in Figure 3 to be initialised by select.
Without it, registers could only be initialised immediately prior to use, which
would not allow us to discover longitudinal relationships between transitions.
Starting at the root of the PTA, we call GP again (without latent variables)
for each group. The “inputs” are the transition input values and the anterior
register value, if defined. The “output” is the target register value. For example,
in q2 and q8 of Figure 5a, we need r1 to hold the value 50. The input to the
respective incident coin transitions is 50, and the anterior value of r1 must have
been zero. Thus, r1 := r1 + i0 works as possible update, as shown in Figure 5b.
Accepts (lines 9-10). After inferring output and update functions for a transition group, we check to ensure that the new PTA still accepts the original traces
and produces the correct outputs. If not, we must reject our inferred functions
and default back to the literal outputs from the PTA for that particular group.
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{r1 = 0}
“tea
1[i0 =
select :

”]

1[i0 =
“coffee

q2

coin : 1[i0 =
100]/o0 := r
1 + i0
{r1 = 0}

q5

”]

q7

coin : 1[i0 = 50]/o0 := r1 + i0

q3

vend : 0/o0 := “tea”

q4

{r1 = 50}

q1

q0
select :

+ i0
50]/o0 := r1
coin : 1[i0 =

9

q6
vend : 0/o0 := “tea”

q8
coin : 1[i0 = 50]/o0 := r1 + i0

{r1 = 50}

q9

coin : 1[i0 = 50]/o0 := r1 + i0

q10
vend : 0/o0 := “coffee”

(a) The PTA after inferring output functions for the coin transitions.
“tea”]/
1[i0 =
select :
0]
[r1 :=

q1

q0
select :

1[i0 =
“coffee
”]/
[r1 :=
0]

50]/
coin : 1[i0 =
]
[r := r1 + i0
o0 := r1 + i0 1
coin : 1[i0 = 100
]/
o0 := r1 + i
0 [r1 := r +
1
i0 ]

coin : 1[i0 = 50]/

q7

q2

coin : 1[i0 = 50]/
o0 := r1 + i0 [r1 := r1 + i0 ]

q3

vend : 0/o0 := “tea”

q5

q4
q6

vend : 0/o0 := “tea”
q8

o0 := r1 + i0 [r1 := r1 + i0 ]

coin : 1[i0 = 50]/

q9

o0 := r1 + i0 [r1 := r1 + i0 ]

q10
vend : 0/o0 := “coffee”

(b) The PTA after inferring update functions for the coin transitions.
q0

select : 1/
[r1 := 0, r2 := i0 ]

q1

coin : 1/
o0 := i0 + r1 [r1 := i0 + r1 ]

q2

coin : 1/
]
o0 := i0 + r1 [r1 := i0 + r1

vend : 0/o0 := r2

q3

vend : 0/o0 := r2

q4
q6

(c) The PTA after inferring output and update functions for all transitions, dropping
guards, and resolving nondeterminism.

Fig. 5: Preprocessing the PTA in Figure 2.

Standardise (line 11) takes a PTA and attempts to “standardise” output and
update functions between transitions with the same structure that were grouped
separately due to their histories. For example, in our refund ing vending machine
from earlier, we want our two groups of coin transitions to have the same output
and update functions. The full details of this process can be found in [17].
Generalisation (lines 12-13). Currently, the model has symbolic output and
update functions, but each transition still has its literal input guards. We want
our final model to be more responsive, so we drop these guards at this stage. This
can introduce nondeterminism, which is undesirable in a PTA as trace prefixes no
longer necessarily share a common path. In fact, this nondeterminism is simply
an indication that the model contains duplicated behaviour and is easily resolved
by merging states and transitions [18]. This results in Figure 5c. This is smaller
than Figure 2 as the top and bottom branches are “zipped” together.
Having processed the PTA, we then perform the conventional state merging
process [18] to produce Figure 3. This perfectly models the drinks machine, capturing data dependencies using internal registers. To the best of our knowledge,
this is the first technique to infer such relationships using only system traces.

4

Implementation

We built our implementation on two frameworks. For the GP component, we
significantly enhanced the GP implementation used for MINT [37]. For the underlying PTA, we built upon our Isabelle/HOL state-merging framework [16,18].
This section provides details of these enhancements and adaptations.
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4.1

Genetic Programming

The original GP implementation [37] follows the basic steps outlined in Subsection 2.2. An initial population is first generated by randomly combining terminals and non-terminals1 to form syntactically valid expressions. These are then
evolved through crossover and mutation, with only the best surviving to the next
generation. Our main addition was a fitness function to enable latent registers
to be introduced, as discussed in Section 3. In addition, several other changes
were necessary to improve the performance of the GP in this new context.
The mutation operator used in [37] simply replaces a random node with
a new random subtree, but we found that this failed to produce satisfactory
outcomes. We created a richer set of mutation operators inspired by a different
open-source GP implementation [1] which offers more scope for useful mutations
during evolution (details in [17]). To further enhance the impact of mutation
operators, we also took inspiration from Doerr et al. [15] and apply up to three
mutations in sequence as making occasional large changes to individuals has
been shown to help escape local optima and avoid premature convergence.
Another implementational issue we faced was bloat [23]. While [37] applies
some basic simplification to expressions, it still yielded more complex expressions
than were desirable, often including redundant operations like +0. To mitigate
this, we used Z3 [30] to simplify our expressions. This can reveal semantic duplicates in the population, which become identical when simplified. We replace
these duplicates with new random individuals to keep the population distinct
and diverse. To further manage bloat, we also use lexicographic parsimony pressure [27] to break ties in fitness, favouring smaller expressions over larger ones.
4.2

PTA Preprocessing

Our technique is designed to work with the inference tool from [18], which is
implemented in Isabelle/HOL with executable Scala code exported using Isabelle’s code generator. To incorporate algorithm 1, we defined the functions in
Isabelle and then automatically generated the Scala code using the code generator. While [18] uses Isabelle to verify certain aspects of transition merging,
we here use Isabelle purely for compatibility reasons. Rather than formalising
our GP in Isabelle, we specified inferOutputFun and inferUpdateFun abstractly and hooked their Scala counterparts into our Java implementation from
Subsection 4.1 using a thin wrapper function.
The implementation for this work comes to around 1000 lines of Java on top
of [37] to implement our GP (inferOutputFun and inferUpdateFun) and
an additional 551 lines of Isabelle code (translating to 2010 lines of automatically
generated Scala code) and 496 lines of manually written Scala code on top of
[18] to implement the rest of algorithm 1. All of this code is available at [16].
1

The inference tool we use here [18] currently supports only +, −, and × for integers,
and literal assignment for strings, although our GP has broader support [16,37].
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Evaluation

This section describes a small experiment where we compare our approach
against MINT [37] (the current state-of-the-art of passive EFSM inference). For
our technique to be successful, we want to infer models which can correctly predict system outputs for unseen traces. We also want our technique to be robust to
data values being absent from the traces. Our research questions are as follows.
RQ1 Does the processing of the PTA by our technique prior to state merging
lead to more accurate models than the current state-of-the-art?
RQ2 How robust is our technique to latent variables?
5.1

Methodology

Metrics. Both our RQs are concerned with model accuracy. To evaluate this, we
use one set of traces (the training set) to infer a model and then use another set
of traces (the test set) to compute various accuracy metrics. In this evaluation,
we use the following two metrics, in which the accepted prefix is the first part
of the trace, where the outputs produced by the model match those of the system.
Accepted
of accepted prefix
of accepted positive traces
= lengthlength
Sensitivity = number
total number of positive traces
of trace
prefix length
Sensitivity is the proportion of positive traces in the test set accepted by a
model. This is often paired with specificity, which is the proportion of negative
traces rejected by the model. Here though, we are more concerned with whether
our models correctly calculate the output values in response to the given inputs
than whether it can correctly classify traces as positive or negative. Our models
produce outputs in response to inputs, so traces are only accepted if the correct
outputs are produced. Thus, there is much less risk of overgeneralisation here,
making specificity an inappropriate metric for this evaluation.
Subject systems. To illustrate the performance of our technique, we evaluate it
on the two published models summarised below. The first is a lift door controller
published in [32] and used in [17,37] to evaluate inference tools. The second
system [2] is a Java accompaniment to [28] based on the game Space Invaders.
System
States
Variables
Transitions Traces/Events
liftDoors [17,37,32]
6
timer
10
348/9333
spaceInvaders [17]
4
x, aliens, shields
7
100/2580
Our work is motivated by the fact that existing EFSM inference approaches
do not consider the possibility of internal variables which do not appear explicitly
as transition inputs. Thus, we chose our subject systems for their use of these
variables, and the relationships between data values used by different transitions,
rather than for the complexity of any individual function. We also chose systems
which differ in terms of the number of state variables as this is identified in [37]
as being a factor which has a significant effect on the accuracy of MINT.
To an extent, the values above mask the complexity of the two systems. liftDoors has only one system variable, but this is shared between and modified
by every transition. Despite the heavy data dependencies of liftDoors, it is
spaceInvaders which is the more complex case study. There are three state
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variables here, and the system is much more reactive. All but one of the transitions in this model emanate from the same state, giving a much greater variation
in the traces produced by this system. By contrast, liftDoors has only one or
two transitions from each state, so the traces are more constrained.
RQ1 (assessing accuracy). This RQ asks whether our preprocessing approach infers more accurate models than the postprocessing used by MINT. This
work focuses on latent variables which do not appear in traces, allowing us to
infer models from traces that only contain information observable from outside
the system without probing the internal program state. MINT, however, is not
applicable to this scenario. To compare it to our technique, we must work with
traces where the output of each transition depends only on its input.
To evaluate the accuracy of our models, we followed the standard procedure
of creating a training set and a test set, where the former is used to infer a
model and the latter is used to compare the predictions made by the model
to the ground truth. For liftDoors, we used the same traces [3] as [37]. For
spaceInvaders, we modified the code to log certain actions [17] and obtained
traces by manually playing the game. For each system, we then took random
samples of 60 traces and divided them in half to form the training and test sets,
each of 30 traces. These are available online alongside our implementation [16].
The accuracy of our inferred models depends on the selection of training
traces and the random seed passed to the GP. To control for these we ran the
inference tools with 30 seeds each for 30 sets of traces. Thus, we inferred a total
of 900 models for each technique. As well as the random seed, our GP technique
has a number of configurable parameters. These are the population size, µ, the
number of new individuals per generation, λ, and the number of generations.
Here, we use µ = 100, λ = 10, and 100 generations. MINT has a similar set of
configurable parameters, all of which we left at their default values.
We anticipate that both techniques will perform well here but that our technique will outperform MINT. Because we infer output and update functions prior
to merging, they play an active role in the inference process and help to shape the
structure of the final model. By contrast MINT infers functions after state merging, when this structure has already been determined. MINT also requires every
event to report the value of every variable, so can be led astray by superfluous
information. Our technique does not require this, so is more targetted.
RQ2 (assessing robustness to missing variables). This RQ investigates
how robust our technique is to variables being absent from the traces. Such variables indicate potential dependencies between the data values of different transitions. To investigate this, we took the training and test sets we used for RQ1
and elided one input at a time. For spaceInvaders, we also elided combinations
of two variables. Thus, we are no longer in the purely functional domain: the
output of certain events depends on values which are missing from the traces.
The main challenge here is inferring the correct use of internal registers as part
of the output functions, and then inferring suitable updates to facilitate this.
MINT has no notion of hidden variables, so is simply not applicable to systems where we cannot inspect the internal data state during execution. Thus,
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we must evaluate our technique in isolation. We anticipate that obfuscating variables will lead to a drop in the accuracy of the models produced by our technique
since the GP has less information to guide it and must use latent variables in
expressions, which gives it much more freedom to produce esoteric functions
which do not properly generalise. It must also infer update functions in addition
to output functions, which gives it extra opportunities to make mistakes.
5.2

Results and Discussion

The raw data from all of our experiments is available online [4]. The distributions
of accuracy values, in terms of sensitivity and accepted prefix-lengths, are shown
in Figure 6. We will proceed to answer both RQs in terms of these box-plots.

liftDoors Sensitivity
1.0

spaceInvaders Sensitivity
1.0
0.8

0.8
0.6
0.6

0.4
0.2

0.4
0.0

liftDoors Accepted Prefix
1.0

spaceInvaders Accepted Prefix
1.0
0.8

0.8
0.6
0.6

0.4
0.2

0.4
0.0
NT

MI

GP

ed
cat P
fus G
ob time

NT

MI

GP

ed
ed
ed
ed
ed
ed
cat P
cat P
cat P
cat P
cat P
cat P
fus G bfus ds G bfus x G bfus x G bfus ds G bfus ds G
ob liens
o iel
o
o ns
o iel
o iel
e
a
h
sh
sh
ali
xs
ns
alie

Fig. 6: Accuracy metrics for the two systems.

RQ1 (assessing accuracy). This RQ concerns the GP and MINT plots.
Figure 6 shows that our technique (GP) achieves a perfectly accurate model in
all but a few outlying cases of spaceInvaders. MINT performs comparably for
liftDoors but only achieves a median sensitivity of 0.6 for spaceInvaders.
These results are not surprising. When we preprocess with GP, we generalise
concrete data values from the traces to symbolic functions. This is not a particularly difficult task in the purely functional scenario, and our GP is correct in
all but a few outlying cases of spaceInvaders. This then enables many states
to be merged, leading to a very accurate model. While MINT also uses GP to
infer functions, it does so after the structure of the model has been inferred. It
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also tries to infer transition guards during inference to aggregate the observed
data values (where our technique simply discards them). This is a particular
problem for systems like spaceInvaders with multiple variables as these often
cause MINT to infer spurious guards, leading to an inaccurate model structure.
RQ2 (assessing robustness to missing variables). This RQ concerns all
plots except MINT. Since MINT has no notion of latent variables, it is simply not
applicable here. Figure 6 shows that obfuscating the system timer for liftDoors
has a relatively small effect on the accuracy of the models inferred by our system,
but that the effect of obfuscation is much greater for spaceInvaders.
Again, this is not surprising. The two contributing factors here are the two
calls to GP detailed in Section 3. Here, we must use latent variables in the output
functions as the result depends on variables absent from the traces. This gives
the GP much more freedom when inferring functions, so it is more likely to be
incorrect. We also need to infer update functions for each latent variable. This
was not necessary in RQ1, so there is an extra opportunity to make mistakes.
For both subject systems, the main cause of inaccuracy is a failure to recognise events rather than a failure to adequately calculate output from input. This
is because, if our GP makes a mistake or fails to come up with a function, the
dropping of transition guards in the generalisation step is detrimental to state
merging. More states must remain separate and share the underlying functionality between them. This leads to models that are both larger and less reactive.
For spaceInvaders, the variable we obfuscate has a huge effect on the accuracy of the model. The aliens and shields variables do relatively well when
obfuscated, but the x variable leads to very poor models. There are two reasons
for this. Firstly, most events in the traces are movement events, which depend
on x, so any mistake with these is given much more opportunity to reveal itself. Secondly, because our technique introduces one register per transition group
and there are two movement events (left and right) which both mutate x, our
technique struggles to work out what is going on here.
Discussion. While Figure 6 shows that our technique infers more accurate
models than MINT, it does not show what these models actually look like.
Figure 7 shows a model of spaceInvaders inferred by our technique in the
purely functional setting of RQ1. This model concisely shows the behaviour of
the system. By contrast, most of the models inferred by MINT are too large to
effectively display here. The same is true for liftDoors. Where our technique
drops the guards on transitions before state merging, MINT tries to infer guards
to aggregate the observed data values. These are often overly specific, which leads
to cluttered and chaotic models, even if they are accurate in terms of traces.
moveEast : 1/o0 := i0 + 50
q0

start : 1/[r1 := 200, r2 := i0 , r3 := 3]

shieldHit : 1/o0 := i0 − 1

moveWest : 1/o0 := i0 − 50[
win : 0

q2

lose : 0

q3

q1
alienHit : 1/o0 := i0 + 1

Fig. 7: A model of spaceInvaders inferred by our technique.
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Threats to Validity

This evaluation cannot be used to (and does not aim to) draw general conclusions
about the accuracy or scalability of either our technique or MINT. Our main
aim here is illustrate each technique performs “out of the box”, its applicability,
and factors which affect model accuracy. There are, however, certain aspects of
the study that must be taken into account when reviewing the results.
Choice of systems. For this study we used two fully specified EFSMs.
Although these present us with valuable insights here, it will require a larger,
more diverse selection of systems to produce more generalisable results.
Selection of parameters. We did not spend time optimising the configuration parameters used by either our technique or MINT. This avoids the threat of
overfitting values to these subject systems, biasing the results in favour of either
technique, but opens up the threat that there may be more suitable configurations. A more specific selection of parameters may lead to more accurate results,
but parameter optimisation falls outside the intended scope of this investigation.

6

Conclusion

This paper presented a GP-based technique to infer functions that relate inputs,
outputs, and internal variables of EFSM models. We use this as part of preprocessing step for the inference process to generalise the initial PTA before merging
states. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first technique to do this in a
truly black-box setting. Our results indicate that our technique leads to more
accurate models than those inferred by MINT [37], the current state-of-the-art.
A key aspect of our technique is the ability to infer output functions involving
variables which do not appear in the traces, and update functions to ensure these
variables hold the correct values when evaluated. While eliding variables from
the traces reduces the accuracy of the models we can infer, our technique still
improves upon MINT, which cannot be applied at all in this scenario.
There are many applications of GP [21], but [37] is the only work which
applies it to EFSM inference. Work in [9] applies similar techniques to learn
feature models, but these do not model control flow. Work in [10,18] considers
latent variables but relies on simple heuristics, which limits applicability. Active
techniques such as [6,13,35] build on the L∗ algorithm [8] to infer EFSMs with
data updates, but these techniques rely on submitting queries about the system
under inference. Our technique is entirely passive, using only on the traces provided. The field of process mining [36] has also produced various techniques to
infer models from traces. The main focus, though, is on control flow rather than
data usage. Research carried out in [29] considers the data perspective, but does
not attempt to infer models which can predict system behaviour for new traces.
One possible line of future work is to increase the set of operations for the
GP, including the ability to handle floating-point numbers. This would make our
technique applicable to a broader range of systems. Another line of work would
be a more comprehensive evaluation involving more systems, which would enable
us to draw more general conclusions about accuracy and scalability.
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